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0 p.o. box 785 0 lynchburg, va 24505-0785 usa

0 phone 434.522.6000 1 www.babcock.com

October 20, 2011
11-072

ATTN: Document Control Desk
Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Reference: License No. SNM-42, Docket No. 70-27

Subject: Request to Amend Chapter 9 of the License No. SNM-42 License Application

Dear Sir or Madam:

In accordance with 10 CFR 70.34, Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations Group, Inc. ("B&W
NOG") requests U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") approval for amendment to
Chapter 9 of the SNM-42 License Application as shown in Enclosure 3. The enclosure
contains the chapter in its entirety with the proposed change denoted by a vertical line in the
right margin. Enclosure I provides a summary of the change. Enclosure 2 provides a
technical basis for the change.

Enclosure 3 is designated as Official Use Only because it contains information that has the
potential to damage government, commercial, or private interests if disseminated to persons
who do not need the information to perform their jobs or other DOE-authorized activities, and
therefore should be withheld from public disclosure. DOE G 471.3-1 was used for guidance. A
redacted copy is not being provided because redaction would render the document
unintelligible.

Should you have any questions in regard to this letter, please contact me at 434.522.5665 or by
email at blcole@babcock.com.

Sincerely,

•LCole

Manager, Licensing & Safety Analysis
Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations Group, Inc. - Lynchburg

Enclosures
Document transmitted

cc: NRC, Region II contains OUO information
NRC, M. Baker
NRC, Resident Inspector
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ENCLOSURE 1

Summary of Change
(Proposed License Amendment)
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Proposed License Amendment

The below paragraph will be added to Chapter 9 of the License Application:

9.6.4 B&W NOG may dispose of industrial and other waste treatment products, from
processes not employing radioactive materials, which have been demonstrated not to
exceed 30 pCi total Uranium per gram, in a Subtitle C or Subtitle D facility, without
continuing NRC controls. Records of the analysis and disposition location(s) of the
material shall be maintained by B&W NOG for 3 years.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Technical Justification for Off-Site Disposition of
Waste Treatment Sludges and Solids at

Less than 30 pCi/g
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Technical Justification for Off-site Disposition of Waste Treatment Sludges and

Solids at Less Than 30 pCi/g.

Abstract

This work presents the technical justification for the disposition of non- radiological waste treatment

solids and sludges with a specific activity shown to be at or below 30 pCi/g. Currently waste streams

from non-radiological process systems at the B&W Nuclear Operations Group (NOG) at Mt. Athos Road

in Lynchburg, Va. are being treated as radioactive or mixed waste. These wastes do not incorporate

licensed material and should be dispositioned without regard to any radioactive content. 30 pCi/g is

proposed as an action level only.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide the technical justification for a license amendment to

establish dispositioning criteria for waste treatment solids for the B&W NOG Mt. Athos Site.

Methods

The following sampling data and reports were reviewed:

* Sample results of NOG waste treatment solids

* Sample results of solids at nearby POTW s

* UNNRC NUREG 1775 ISCORS, Assessment of Radioactivity in Sewage Sludge: Radiological Survey

Results and Analysis

* ANSI/HPS N13.53-2009, Control and Release of Technologically Enhanced Naturally Occurring

radioactive material (TENORM)

• IAEA Safety Standard RS-G-1.7, Application of the Concepts of Exclusion Exemption and

Clearance

" IAEA -TECDOC -1484, Regulatory and Management approaches for the control of environmental

residues containing naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM)

" EC RP-122 - Practical Use of the Concepts of Clearance and Exemption - Part 1.

" EC RP 157 - Comparative Study of ECC and IAEA Guidance on Exemption and Clearance Levels.

The reports and data supplied the technical and precedence basis for justification of dispositioning

release of waste treatment sludge and solids at or below 30 pCi total uranium per gram.
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Results

The solids sample analysis for uranium were found to be in keeping with the results of samples from

other nearby POTW facilities

Table 1

Location Total U (pCi/g) Approximate distance (mi)
Appomattox POTW 5.96 15
B&W Waste Treatment 4.19 0
Bedford POTW 1.79 28
Amherst POTW 0.938 17

The presence of uranium in these facilities is the result of natural U in drinking water derived from wells

as well as trace materials in foods, and sediments. NUREG 1775 presents data from waste treatment

solids from various regions around the country. The Lynchburg area is located in the Appalachian

Highlands region as identified in this report.

Excerpt from Table A.1 NUREG 1775 - results in pCi/g Total U dry

Appalachian Highlands
U-234 Min 0.43

Median 1.7

95th Percentile 20
Max 25
No. detects/No. Analyses 14/14

U-238 Min 0.37
Median 1.45

95th Percentile 15
Max 16
No. detects/No. Analyses 14/14

NUERG 1775 recognizes that waste treatment solids and sludge from various areas of the country have

different results due to differences in the amount of radionuclides in drinking water. It is well

documented that the Appalachian region of VA has elevated levels of natural U due to high intrusions of

U ore in the rock formations. It is also well known that many people living in the area get their drinking

water from wells (including community well systems) as opposed to surface water. Natural U is

imported into NOG and its waste treatment facility by workers drinking well water as well as trace

materials in foods, non-radiological process chemicals and materials, utility supplied waters, and

sediments. It is important to note that the U-234/U-238 ratio, considered by many to be an indicator of

enrichment when greater than 1, is routinely >2 for well water due to a process in ground known as

alpha-recoil. Because of this process more U-234 is dissolved in ground water than U-238 (Health
Physics Special Issue on Radioactivity in Drinking Water Volume 48 Number 5).
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B&W NOG plans, upon Nuclear Regulatory Commission approval, to conduct disposal of industrial waste

solids in permitted Subtitle C or Subtitle D landfill after appropriate radiological measurements

demonstrate that the activity levels present meet the specified action level.

The waste treatment solids will be sampled and an action level for the results will be established. In

order to incorporate the 95th percentile results found in NUREG 1775 and to remain in keeping with

existing US and EU decommissioning and NORM guidelines, an action level of 30 pCi/g is appropriate. As

per Virginia State regulations, such as 9 VAC 25-31-710-B and related regulations, the material shall be

disposed of in permitted Subtitle C or D facilities.

30 pCi/g has been used extensively over the past 3 decades as a decommissioning and release criteria as

proposed by the NRC Branch Technical Position of 1981 (46 FR 52061 - 52063). 30 pCi/g is the action

level allowed for other source material licensees (see Attachment 1) for POTW disposal (NFS, Erwin, TN

among them), the value proposed by ANSI/HPS N13.53-2009 for free release of U-238, U-235, and U-

234, and the value proposed by IAEA RS-G-1.7 and EC RP 122 (listed as 1 Bq/g converted to 30 pCi/g

after rounding using conventional means). The ANSI and EC RP documents list this as the level at which

the material is insignificant; by delivering <10 lVSv (1 mrem) or less radiation annually to an optimally

exposed member of the general public. Likewise, the NRC Branch Technical position recognizes that

enriched U at 30 pCi/g or less is not likely to give a member of the general public a lung dose exceeding

1 mrad. IAEA TECDOC 1484 lists U as naturally occurring even if classified as TENORM (Technically

Enhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material) and it cites the UK Radioactive Substances Act of

1993 and Exemption Orders under RSA 93 allowing release at 11.1 and 14.8 Bq/g (300 pCi/g and 400

pCi/g respectively).

Conclusions

The sanitary and non-radiological waste streams from the waste treatment plant are clean, non-contact

waste streams; which is to say they arise from systems outside of radiologically controlled areas. B&W

NOG believes that these materials should be released without continuing Nuclear Regulatory

Commission controls. An action level will be established at 30 pCi/g in keeping with generally accepted

standards and levels which are shown to be protective of the general public to below 1 mrem annually.

This level also achieves harmonization with the European Commission EU member states many of which

have adopted this level (1 Bq/g) or higher levels for free release of materials contaminated in volume.

B&W NOG requests a license amendment for material disposition without regard to radioactivity with

an action level of 30 pCi/g to cover natural uranium fluctuations in material concentration . The license

amendment will implement the following license commitments (see Enclosure 1):

To dispose of the waste in a Subtitle C or D monitored landfill. Enclosed, maintained, monitored,

disposal under continuing government oversight, (despite the material's clear suitability for free

release for unrestricted use), offers an additional level of assurance to members of the general

public, and retains the material in a government regulated facility. Additionally, the
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commitment ensures full compliance with the Mount Athos site, VA (EPA agreement state)

permits and regulatory requirements, such as 9 VAC 25-31-710-B and related regulation and

To maintaining records of monitoring and disposal location(s) to facilitate oversight and

To perform material analysis to provide additional assurance of low uranium activity and to

demonstrate adherence to the action level and

To Establish an action level of 30 pCi/g, as this value:

o has many precedents with other SNM and source material licensees across the country

for release and dispositioning of waste treatment solids and sludges (see Attachment

1),

o is in keeping with ANSI/HPS N13.53-2009 proposed standards for free release of U-238,

U-235, and U-234,

o is the value proposed by IAEA RS-G-1.7 and EC RP 122,

o is a level in harmonization with European Commission EU member states many of whom

have adopted this level or higher levels for free release of U bearing materials (notably

the UK, Denmark and Germany),

o is in keeping with the 9 5 th percentile specific activity for POTW waste treatment solids in

the Appalachian Highlands region as referenced in NUREG 1775 as 20 pCi/g U-234 and

15 pCi/g U-238 (total of at least 35 pCi/g total U) naturally occurring uranium (NORM).
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ATTACHMENT 1
AUTHORIZATIONS TO RELEASE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

License Authorization Specifics Activity (pCi/g)
SNM - Section 1.3.5 Authorization to transfer quantities of industrial 30
10971 waste treatment products (primarily CaF 2) to

commercial firms for briquette manufacture and
to use as a steel flux forming material

SNM - Section 1.3.6.1 The uranium concentration in the material shipped 30
10971 for disposal shall not exceed 30 pCi/g after free

standing liquid has been removed.
SNM-10971 Section 1.3.6.2 The uranium concentration in the material shipped 250

for disposal only at facilities such as Pinewood,
South Carolina (licensed by the State of South
Carolina) shall not exceed 250 pCi/g of uranium
activity of which no more than 100 pCi/g shall be
soluble.

SNM-1107 2 NRC SER "in 1985 NRC authorized the licensee to dispose 30
12/9/97 of industrial waste treatment products, in which

the mean concentration of uranium does not
exceed 30 pCi/g in a chemical landfill"

SNM-1107 2 NRC SER "the NRC granted further authorization in 1987 to 30
12/9/97 allow the release of the material to be used in the

production of steel"
SNM-1107 3  NRC letter SNM -1107 is hereby amended to authorize the 30

release of industrial waste treatment
products(primarily calcium fluoride) without

continuing NRC licensing controls to receivers for
cement manufacturing"

SNM-124 4  Table 5.1 Sewage sludge action level 30

1. Source License Renewal Application for Global Fuel-Americas LLC reference NRC License SNM-
1097, Docket 70-113

2. Safety Evaluation Report: application Dated July 14, 1997. Release of Industrial Waste
Treatment Products to Cement Manufacturers.

3. By letter date 12/9/97. Signed by Walter S. Schwink Acting Chief.
4. License SNM-124
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